May 2022
Connection City ePLEX is hosting the end of the year MHSAA eSports Tournament May 4 TH at
Mississippi’s largest eSports and Virtual Reality Arena in Pearl, MS.
PEARL. MS - The Connection City ePLEX, a first of its kind gaming and virtual reality entertainment
complex, with 10,000 square feet. The ePLEX features premier pc/console gaming, virtual reality, racing
simulator and its own Clutch Snack Bar.
“Connection City ePLEX is really excited to partner with MHSAA and PlayVS to host the Spring eSports
tournament. We’re glad to welcome the teams participating in the finals to play for the state title and are
looking forward to hosting future eSports tournaments at our complex here at Outlets of Mississippi in
Pearl,” says Jamie Glenn, Operations Manager for Connection City ePLEX.
The media is invited to come cover any events after 11am on Friday.

More about the Connection City ePLEX:
The Connection City ePLEX is a first-of-its-kind gaming and virtual reality center, where players
discover the fun of gaming together. We feature top of the line HP Omen PCs and consoles by the
hour with all the popular games to play or try out. Join leagues, play in weekly tournaments, or
play one night with friends.
As Mississippi’s largest virtual reality complex, the Connection City ePLEX is a great way to
experience virtual reality with friends. There are hundreds of exciting titles to choose from,
including shooters, zombies, escape rooms, Beat Saber, and Richie’s Plank, as well as team building
for youth groups, companies’ and more.
The Connection City ePLEX features a custom-built virtual reality racing simulators from a
locally-based Nemesis Lab for an immersive virtual racing experience. Choose your car type:
NASCAR, formula one, etc., and then choose a track from many of the most popular circuits from
around the world.
The Clutch Snack Bar at the ePLEX has 10 taps, including local favorites. Private rooms for
parties and corporate events are available.
Visit www.theeplex.com for details. Follow us on: Facebook @Eplexusa, Twitter @eplex_usa and
Instagram @eplexusa

